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Belly Up 
Stuart Gibbs 

1. What did Teddy see when he took the murder weapon to Doc? 
He saw a dead jaguar on an operating table even though Carnivore Canyon had not opened yet. 

2. Teddy needed to get to his meeting with Summer but his mother wanted him to stay in the office.  
How did he finally get out of the office? 
Teddy got his mother to look at the cameras where she saw some teenagers banging on the glass of 
the gorilla enclosure.  Mom went to yell at the teens who were trying to upset the apes. 

3. Why did Summer think she and Teddy should talk to Charlie? 
Henry had bitten Charlie when they were at the circus.   

4. What did Teddy notice when he went into the water in Henry’s enclosure? 
Teddy noticed a metal groove that ran the length of the tank.   

5. Why didn’t JJ want the local police involved in Henry’s murder investigation? 
The press would be all over the story.  That would not be good for the zoo. 

6. Who stopped Buck when he tried to escape from JJ’s office after Teddy told how he was involved in the 
murder of the Hippo? 
Marge (the security officer) punched Buck.   

7. What was Martin smuggling into the zoo and how? 
He was smuggling emeralds into the zoo inside of the animals.  

8. Why did Charlie think the Pete was responsible for Henry’s death? 
He had overheard Pete talking to Marge about killing Henry.   

9. What was Doc doing when Teddy told him about Henry’s death? 
He was trying to lance a warthog’s boil. 

10. What happened when Teddy went to the mamba exhibit? 
Teddy discovered that someone had let the mamba out of his exhibit. 

11. Why was there no record of what happened at the World of Reptiles? 
The security feed went down for an hour.  There was no way to see who let out the mamba. 

12. Why didn’t Doc go public with he knew about why the animals were dying? 
He was being blackmailed by Martin.  His daughter was a member of the Animal Liberation Front and 
was involved in an attack on a meat-packing plant.  Martin knew and was threatening to tell the FBI.   

13. Who found the jack in the water in Henry’s enclosure? 
Summer 

14. What did Teddy and his parents discover while they were in the administration building? 
JJ planned to put rides in the park. 

15. Why did Summer invite Teddy to the party at Carnivore Canyon? 
She thought that Teddy would want to meet her father. 

16. What did Buck tell Teddy about Charlie? 
He told Teddy that Charlie had been in jail.  Charlie had been involved in armed robbery. 

17. Why did Summer wear pink all the time? 
Her guards didn’t recognize her right away if she changed her clothes. 

18. What happened after Teddy hung up from talking with the police? 
He heard someone sneeze outside his trailer. 

19. Why did Summer’s father come into Carnivore Canyon the back way? 
He came in the back way to avoid the crowds.  He did not like crowds. 

20. What happened after the crane operator collapsed on the controls? 
Henry’s body hit the ground and splattered the crowd. 
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21. What happened when a family threw peanuts at a baby chimp? 
The chimps threw water balloons at the family. 

22. What happened when the tiger came toward Teddy and his mother in Carnivore Canyon? 
Teddy’s father attacked the tiger with a broom. 

23.  What did Teddy and his father learn when they talked to Roz? 
They talked to her about the dead animals.  They realized that all the dead animals came from the 
same region of the world.  (South America) 

24. What did Teddy notice when he help his mother move the ladder in Carnivore Canyon? 
He notice that there was a piece of rope tied to the ladder. 

25. What did Doc discover when he did the autopsy on Henry? 
Henry had holes in his small intestine. 

26. How did Teddy know what happened during the autopsy on Henry? 
He hid in the catwalks/lighting grids about the stage where the autopsy was taking place.   

27. Why did JJ build FunJungle? 
Summer, his daughter, hadn’t been able to go on safari.  She really liked animals. 

28. How did FunJungle wind up with a mean hippo? 
It was the only one the purchasing department could find in a hurry.  They had a character hippo that 
was popular that they used for marketing.  They needed to have an actual hippo when the park 
opened.  Hippos were hard to find to purchase. 

29. Why did Teddy and his parents leave the Congo? 
His parents had felt that it was no longer safe for him there because a Civil War had broken out. 

30. What happened after the tiger on the walkway turned to look at the screaming party guests? 
JJ grabbed Summer and took off running. 

 


